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Abstract
This  article  clearly  explain  the  infection  vectors  in  the  JSON  Uniform 
Messaging Protocol.As we know definitively that JUMP uses mainly HTTP and a 
lightweight JSONrecord to edit number of web pages.This article explain the 
attack  vectors  in  the  protocol  implementation  where  the  infection  can  be 
occured.The infection here relates to the code specification ie implementing 
features in a rogue way.This makes the malicious attacker to inject the exploit 
code or infected scripts to get the work done.The article lay stress on the 
vectors where infection is possible.
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Infection Vectors Panorma
The JUMP is based on the concept of the inter object serialization that are 
interoperable.The objects relate to the class of arrays , list , strings etc. The 
specification of these objects defined the protocol layout which means how the 
communication  is  undertaking  place  between objects.The  infection  start  as 
with the manipulation of two layout:

A] JSON Records.
B] The profile Of HTTP used.

The  JSON records  define  how the  objects  are  designed  to  hold  data  with 
references or directly.The profile of HTTP refers to the usage of HTTP object 
within the context JSON.The object used as HTTP provide interface direct with 
the web server and pages are directly changed on the fly ie dynamically with 
the implementation of this object.

The main point of infection is the designing of Object records.We will look into 
the infection vectors one by one:-

Infecting JSON Records:
As  I  told  earlier  the  objects  play  crucial  role  in  communication  through 
JUMP.The  infection  base  starts  with  the manipulation  of  these records.The 
records  used  extension  fields  to  hold  complex  field  values.The  attacker 
dynamically infect the fields with the code that is to be executed.As the page 
source going to be executed dynamically so as the malicious content.

Example:- JUMP record
{

  "title": {
     "type": "text",
    "value": "Meta"
  },
  "text": {
     "type": "html",
    "value": "Text and <a href='http://meta.com/'>link</a>."
  }, 
  "link": {
   "quux-x": "baz", 
    "value": "http://example.com/my.html"
 }

So here you can see generically the title , text and link standard fields are 
used for storage of complex data.This storage act as infection vector as the 
extension  fields  can  be  manipulated  with  rogue  code  by  the  attacker.For 
example the link field is set to relate with the exploit code or unauthorized 
script which gets executed as the object record is updated.So Record infection 
considered to be as prime vector for this.
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Infecting Arrays , Lists:
The array is another way of storing data as records but the implementation 
layout  is  different.In  this  rather  single  objects  multiple  objects  are 
considered.This means the infection can be occured in a distributed way.The 
array implemented as:

A] Annotated Arrays in which extra level of indirection is set.
B] Nested Arrays in which objects are nested for complexity.

So the annotated and nested are the different way to design  objects with 
defined extension fields.

Example:
Annotated Array:
{

 "type": ["array", "quux-extendo"],
"title": "Example Annotated Array",
"text": "This is <a href='./foo'>html</a> by default.",
"quux-x": "some special extensions property",
"value": [

  {
    "title": "Example",
     "text": "Text and <a href='http://meta.com/'>link</a>.",
     "link": "http://meta.com/my.html",
    "media": "http://meta.com/my.jpg",
  }

]
}

Nested Array:
"text": "This is <a href='./foo'>html</a> by default.",
"quux-x": "some special extensions property",
"value": [

  {
    "title": "Example",
     "text": "Text and <a href='http://meta.com/'>link</a>.",
     "link": "http://meta.com/my.html"
 },
  {
    "title": "Example 2",
     "text": "Text and <a href='http://meta.com/'>link</a>.",
     "link": "http://meta.com/my2.html",

]

The arrays are used or infected for distributed malfeasance.As the bad code 
can  easily  traverse  through  storage  objects  to  corrupt  the  standard  fields 
fused with extension fields.

The malicious attacker again infect by exploiting this vector.
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Infecting HTTP Profiles
The HTTP profile is used with system functions to edit and update records.The 
infection can be easily done  as the HTTP methods like GET or POST is used for 
dynamic  data  handling  with  the  server  and  the  client  that  issue  the 
request.The records can be infected by the attacker with the use of @tbd.This 
element is used for editing storage objects and when used in conjunction with 
the  HTTP  methods  automatically  infection  occurs.  The  private  data  can be 
breached very easily and the access is possible.

So the infection vectors are very easy to apply for manipulating the JUMP 
protocol because the communication remain there as the static base but the 
dynamicity is exploited.
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Conclusion
The infection vectors are so easy to exploit which automatically result in the 

degrading of the protocol.
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